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The issue:

 Under what conditions would it make sense
to include (road) transport in the EU
emissions trading system?
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Can we add to these sectors…

Power sector (1 installation) Energy-intensive industry (1 installation)
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…the following sector…?

Road transport (1 “installation”) Road transport (1 “installation”)
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Alternatively…

Aviation  upstream

…like Aviation ETS

Vehicle producersFuel distributors
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Why emissions trading?
 What is the role of an ETS?

• Economically: achieve given emission reduction target at 
lowest cost

• Politically: EU ETS is “cornerstone/central pillar/main 
instrument of decarbonisation and climate policy”

• Legally: “promote reductions of greenhouse gas emissions in 
a cost-effective and economically efficient manner” 
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How does the ETS price signal work in 
practice in sectors covered so far:

• Power sector: carbon price affects dispatch decisions; can 
lead to fuel switching if price is sufficiently high

• Industry: the operation of installations that are comparatively 
more efficient is incentivised by the carbon price; incentive to 
apply efficiency improvement measures

• Aviation: incentive to increase fuel efficiency
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What is the impact of allocation rules?

 Theory: no impact – independence property

• Power sector: auctioning, determined ex-ante, rigid schedule 
but changes made through backloading + MSR

• Industry: free allocation, determined ex-ante using historical 
production levels, total quantity capped, allocations in excess 
of emissions

• Aviation: transitional free allocation; separate allowances
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Is there a precedent?

Yes!

• Article 24 of ETS Directive: inclusion other sectors
• 2030 Framework (2014 EUCO): reiterate possibility inclusion
• Other transport modes in EU ETS: aviation; rail
• Outside the EU: California, China
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Road transport inclusion: challenges

• Road transport different in scale to other 
sectors, at level of individual emitter 

• Carbon price likely to have little impact at 
the level of individual emitter/consumer

• Not an obvious point of compliance 
(various possibilities)

• Yet: sector as a whole is major emitter
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EU ETS: sectors & emissions

Power 
57%

Industry
43%

EU ETS stationary emissions 2016

Power Industry

Power: 1 billion – trending down
Industry: 750 million – flat

Road transport: 854 million - up
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EU ETS: adding road transport

Power 
57%

Industry
43%

EU ETS emissions 2016

Power Industry

Power 
39%

Industry
29%

Road Transport
32%

An EU ETS with Road Transport

Power Industry Road Transport

+ 854 million tonnes Total ETS emissions: 2.6 billion
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Why is road transport inclusion 
controversial?

• Negligible impact of carbon price for individual consumers
• Split incentives between drivers, vehicle producers, fuel producers
• Transaction costs are high…

 …hence, not an obvious level of compliance
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The compliance conundrum

 Downstream – consumers: huge transaction costs to make 
individual drivers acquire/trade/surrender allowances

 Midstream – vehicle producers: would sever link between entity 
producing emissions and entity complying with ETS

 Upstream – fuel distributors: negligible impact on fuel prices
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Climate policy mix is more than just ETS

• EU ETS main instrument? After 2020: < 40% of total EU emissions
• Multiple interacting measures are standard for many sectors
• Some instruments better suited for certain elements of climate policy

• Incentivise efficiency
• Boost innovation
• Boost deployment new technologies
• Incentivize exit of older technologies
• Ensure right infrastructure is in place
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An ETS is more than just a price signal

• Cap: by bring a sector under cap you create a signal for the long-term & 
“safety net” in case other measures are less successful

• ETS with broad sectoral coverage allows for economy-wide emission 
reductions

• Arbitration between different sectors in the long run (automatic 
stabilisation)

• Explicit carbon price internalises externalities
• Revenue from auctions (over 6 billion EUR p.a. at current carbon prices)
• Allows for flexibility: ETS inclusion could enable additional/higher ambition
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Some final considerations…

• In an ETS there is ”no right price” – holds for both low & high prices
• Including road transport should not replace any other measure
• EU ETS cannot be the only tool in any sector, let alone transport
• Vehicle standards remain important
• Level of compliance is key design consideration

• Keep transaction costs manageable
• Avoid carbon leakage concerns? Import inclusion?
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Thank you for your attention!

Contact:
Milan Elkerbout: milan.elkerbout@ceps.eu Twitter: @MilanElkerbout


